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Chapter 1  Atmospheric and Oceanic Simulation

Subproject 1: Development of a global climate model
with a horizontal resolution of 20 km
Akira Noda  

Climate Research Department, Meteorological Research Institute, Head

Abstract
The objectives of subproject 1 for the fiscal year 2002

(FY2002) are to migrate and optimize a global model to the

Earth Simulator (ES) and to conduct test runs simulating

typhoons with the optimized global model of high efficiency

and high resolution. The main results are as follows: FOR-

TRAN programs for a global model were migrated and opti-

mized to the ES. The horizontal resolution of the model was

increased up to 20 km. The model performance was greatly

improved by tuning vectorized routines, parallelization

between nodes and automatic microtasking parellelization

within each node. The introduction of a semi-Lagrangian

scheme to the time integration routine brought a further

speed-up. We conducted test runs simulating typhoons in the

Pacific with the 20 km-mesh global model and compared

with satellite observations. The results prove the feasibility

of utilizing our high resolution global model to climate

change study. Thus the subproject 1 has proceeded on sched-

ule in FY2002.

Results
a. Migration of programs and optimization
Migration and optimization

We migrated programs of a global atmospheric general cir-

culation model (the JMA-MRI unified model) jointly devel-

oped by the Meteorological Research Institute and the Japan

Meteorological Agency, and optimized them on the ES. A suc-

cessive optimization by tuning vectorized routines, paralleliza-

tion between nodes, and automatic microtasking parelleliza-

tion within each node lead to a reduction in CPU time (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1  Reduction in CPU time (unit: sec) required for 24-hour integra-

tion by optimizing the original code (left) by tuning vectoriza-

tion (middle) and vectorization + microtasking (right) for an 60

km-mesh global model.
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Speed-up with semi-Lagrangian scheme
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We achieved a vectorization rate of 98.4%. We scanned the

FORTRAN programs thoroughly and optimized the source

codes which were inappropriate for the auto-parallelization.

Computational efficiency (Semi-Lagrangian scheme)

We made an effort to speed up the time integration of the

global model by replacing the conventional Eulerian scheme

with a newly developed semi-Lagrangian scheme. The semi-

Lagrangian scheme enables us to use a much longer time

step and hence the less total number of time steps, which

results in a large reduction in CPU time for calculating

dynamical and physical processes. Figure 2 compares the

efficiency of time integration between the conventional

Eulerian scheme and the semi-Lagrangian scheme, showing

that the latter can perform time integration more than twice

faster than the former due to taking longer time steps.

b. Test runs with a 20 km-mesh global model
Toward high resolution

We increased the horizontal resolution of the optimized global

model up to 20 km and conducted test runs simulating typhoons.

Test runs: simulation of typhoons with a 20 km-mesh global model

Since this project focuses on investigating the effects of

global warming on climatology of Baiu front and typhoon,

these phenomena should be simulated realistically by the

model. We therefore firstly simulated typhoons as a forecast

mode with observed initial conditions to see the model per-

formance. Figure 3 compares the performance of simulating

typhoons in the western Pacific between 60 km-mesh and 20

km-mesh models. The time integration started at 00Z on July

9, 2002. The cloud field of 24 hours after starting the inte-

gration is presented. The results from the 60 km-mesh model

Fig. 2  An illustration of speed-up with semi-Lagrangian scheme for a 60 km-mesh, 40-level model. The ordinate is the

elapse time for a 24-hour forecast with a 60 km-mesh model and the abscissa is the time step. Units are second.

Fig. 3  Simulated and observed typhoons. The simulations were made as

a forecast mode. The cloud fields of 24 hours after the initial

state (9 July 2002) are shown for the 60 km-mesh (upper left)

global model and the 20 km-mesh (upper right) global model,

and an IR satellite image at the corresponding time (GMS-5, 10

Jul. 2002, 00UTC) is also shown (lower).
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(left) and from the 20 km-mesh model are shown in the fig-

ure and an IR satellite image at the corresponding time is

also shown for the sake of comparison. The eyes and spiral

cloud bands of the three typhoons are well simulated in more

detail by the 20 km-mesh model than by the 60 km-mesh

model, suggesting that much improvement may be expected

for simulating typhoons by using higher resolution models. 

Subproject 2: Development of NHMs with the horizontal
resolutions of several km
Masanori Yoshizaki

Forecast Research Department, Meteorological Research Institute, Head

Abstract
The objectives of subproject 2 for the fiscal year 2002

(FY2002) are to migrate and optimize cloud-resolving non-

hydrostatic models (NHMs) to the Earth Simulator (ES) and

to conduct preliminary runs simulating heavy rainfall and

heavy snowfall with the optimized NHMs of very high reso-

lutions. The main results are as follows: Migration of pro-

grams, optimization, and increase of resolution of the NHMs

for the ES were performed. We improved the calculation

efficiency by tuning parallelization between nodes, and vec-

torization of programs, and adaptation for automatic micro-

tasking parellelization on 1 node. Further, we conducted pre-

liminary runs simulating heavy rainfall in the Baiu season

and heavy snowfall over the Sea of Japan, by using the

NHMs with fine horizontal resolutions. Compared with pre-

vious studies, very fine structures were well simulated. Thus

the subproject 2 has proceeded on schedule in FY2002. 

Results
a. Migration of programs and optimization
Migration of programs and optimization

First, we made basic configurations to run NHMs on the ES.

Second, programs of NHMs, which were originally

designed to run on the vector-type super-computers with

several processors, were written by using Fortran 90 and

MPI (programs to communicate data among nodes) partly

local to the Hitachi machines. On the other hand, the ES are

NEC SX parellel-type computers with the vectorization. So

we optimized the NHM programs for the ES, and confirmed

that they achieved good performances on it. 

Third, the ES has 8 processors in one node, and auto-

pararellelization can be applicable by the compiler. It was

shown that the real performance using the original programs

was 2.5 Gflops, when one processor was used (Peak: 8

Gflops). So we optimized the source codes which were inap-

propriate for the auto-parallelization. As a result, the vector-

ization and auto-parallelization were greatly improved. 

However, we need to improve the programs further to get

a higher calculation efficiency. Now we continue the opti-

mization of the NHMs in cooperation with specialists of

super-computers and ES staffs.

Efficiency of calculation

We examined the calculation efficiency of the NHMs on

the ES. The three-dimensional calculation domain used for it

had 1000x1000 grid points in the horizontal direction and 38

levels in the vertical direction. The node numbers were used

up to 64, which was permitted to use by the ES center on

January 2003. 97.6% and 99.91% efficiencies were attained

for the vectorization and parellelization, respectively. In Fig.

4, the scalability is shown as a function of node number. The

real scalability increased with the increase in the node num-

ber, reaching 70% of the peak at the 64 nodes. Thus the

present NHMs are well parallelized and the resources of the

ES are well utilized.
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Fig. 4  Acceleration rate (Scalability) of an NHM as a function of node

number. Calculation domain size is 1000 1000 38 with hori-

zontal grid size dx=dy=2 km. The NHM is vectorized and auto-

parallelized on the ES. The scalabilities are computed at 1000

time steps.

b. Test runs by the NHMs simulations
Toward high resolution/wide-range of NHMs

In order to simulate heavy rainfall or heavy snowfall in

the wide-range areas by using the cloud-resolving models,

we increased the horizontal resolution of the NHMs to sever-

al km, and also to expand the model domain. In this fiscal

year, we made such procedures, and conducted test runs for

snowbands over the Sea of Japan by utilizing the NHMs,

which were optimized on the ES. 

Numerical simulation of snowbands observed over the Sea

of Japan in winter.

A high-resolution wide-range simulation of cloud bands

associated with the Japan Sea polar-air mass convergence

zone (JPCZ) in winter was performed using the NHM with

1km horizontal resolution and 1000 1000 km calculation

domain on the ES (Fig. 5). 

During winter monsoon season, broad cloud bands

extending southeastward from the base of the Korean

Peninsula sometimes bring heavy snowfalls to the Sea of

Japan-side coastal regions of Japan Islands. These cloud

bands form over the low-level convergence zone between

two cold airflows with different property. The case studied is

a typical broad cloud bands that developed over the Sea of
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Japan on 14 January 2001. 

In the present study, the NHM has a horizontal grid size of

1 km with 1000 1000 grid points (1 km-NHM). The vertical

grid with a terrain-following coordinate contains 38 levels

with a variable grid interval of 40 m near the surface and 1090

m at the top of the domain. The model top is 20.36 km. The

time step interval is 5 seconds. The 1 km-NHM is one-way

nested within the NHM with a 5 km grid forecast (5 km-

NHM). The initial and boundary conditions for the 5 km-

NHM are provided from output produced by Regional Spectral

Model (RSM). The RSM with a horizontal grid size of about

20 km is a hydrostatic model used operationally in JMA. 

The 1 km-NHM successfully reproduced cloud bands

associated with the JPCZ extending southeastward from the

base of the Korean Peninsula to the San-in and Hokuriku

district over the Sea of Japan. Several cloud streets were also

calculated around cloud bands. The JPCZ formed between

warmer west-northwesterly flow from Korea Peninsula and

colder north-northwesterly flow from Primorskii in the lower

level. A strong horizontal convergence line and an updraft

line were situated at the southwestern edge of the JPCZ.

Deep convective clouds with the height of about 4 km

formed along the line. Ice and snow particles blown off from

the convective clouds were advected by the southwesterly

flow and formed anvil-like stratiform clouds extending

northeastward. These two types of clouds formed the cloud

bands. These model-simulated features almost agreed with

those of the observation using by a meteorological satellite,

meteorological radars and an instrumented aircraft.
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Fig. 5  Left: Cloud distribution of the GMS image. Right: Distribution

of vertical integrated ice water path, simulated by the 1 km-

NHM.
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